PDC Beta Revision Report

Revisions based on reviews were drafted by the PDC Chair, and further adjusted upon feedback from PDC Committee members. Review comments including minor requests or suggestions to clarify wording or to mention sub-topics were all incorporated in some way (although not always in the places indicated), and are not included here. Others were addressed as follows.

Feedback comment: Require CS-core coverage of GPU Programming using CUDA
How incorporated: The explanation for not doing so was improved.
Why not incorporated: GPU programming is one of several options listed for KA-Core coverage.
Date considered: Summer, 2023

Feedback comment: Eliminate options for KA-core coverage
How incorporated: Each set of audiences focused on Parallel vs Concurrent vs Distributed programming thinks some of the KA topics are essential vs superfluous. We kept only those that some audience believes are essential. Separating these out in some way as separate KUs would have been less useful and relevant for the lifetime of the document.
Date considered: Summer, 2023